Phase Change Materials (PCMs) incorporated into cementitious systems have been well-studied with respect to energy efficiency of building envelopes. New applications of PCMs in infrastructural concrete, e.g., for mitigating early-age cracking and freeze-and-thaw induced damage, have been proposed. Hence this paper develops a detailed understanding of the characteristics of cementitious systems containing two different microencapsulated PCMs. The PCMs are evaluated using thermal analysis, vibrational (FTIR) spectroscopy, and electron microscopy, and their dispersion in cement pastes is quantified using X-ray Computed Microtomography (µCT). The influences of PCMs on cement hydration and pore structure are evaluated. The compressive strength of mortars containing PCMs is noted to be strongly dependent on the encapsulation properties. Finite element simulations carried out on cementitious microstructures are used to assess the influence of interface properties and inter-inclusion interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Among the multitude of methods to enhance the energy efficiency of building materials and indoor thermal comfort, one method that has gained prominence is the use of thermal energy storage (TES) materials. Phase change materials (PCMs) are combined sensible-and-latent thermal energy storage materials that can be used to store and dissipate energy in the form of heat [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A large number of recent studies have focused on the use of PCMs in building materials to achieve this objective [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Several methods have been advanced to incorporate PCMs in concrete, including direct incorporation and in the form of microencapsulated particles [11] [12] [13] . Microencapsulated PCMs, that are commercially available in a powder form, can be directly added during the mixing process of concrete [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The other common approach is to employ macro encapsulation, which refers to the impregnation of PCMs as a liquid into the pores of lightweight aggregates, which are then used as inclusions in concrete [19] [20] [21] .
A recent work has outlined the other advantages that PCMs can offer to structural concretes by virtue of their capacity to store and release heat [18] . The influence of microencapsulated PCMs on semiadiabatic temperature rise and cool-down rates in hydrating cementitious systems, the development of restrained thermal stresses and strains that result in thermal cracking, and on the fracture properties have been elucidated in the aforementioned study. PCMs having suitable phase change enthalpy and phase transition temperatures can also: (i) restrict the magnitude of diurnal-or-seasonal temperature variations and deformations of restrained concrete elements over long time scales to limit damage due to thermal fatigue, and (ii) help limit the number and/or intensity of freeze-thaw cycles experienced by exposed concrete structures [20, 22] .
The applications described above require concretes to demonstrate adequate thermo-physical and mechanical properties over extended time periods. In general, incorporation of soft inclusions such as PCMs (either in the micro-or macro-encapuslated forms) decreases the mechanical properties of the composite including its strength and stiffness [17, 18] . The property reductions are substantial in the case of cement pastes; however the presence of stiffer phases such as aggregates can reduce the severity of property loss. It is also possible to mitigate some of the property loss through appropriate material design including matrix strengthening methods [18, 23] . Previous studies also have noted degradation of microcapsules in cementitious systems [17, 23] . The ability to store and release heat also depends on the pore volume, sizes, and their distribution in the cementitious system, which could be impacted by the incorporation of PCMs [24] , as well as the size and dispersion of PCM particles. All of these necessitate a fundamental characterization of the PCMs and their effects on cementitious systems in order to design: (i) mechanical performance-equivalent systems containing adequate amounts of PCMs as needed to satisfy thermal requirements, and/or (ii) microencapsulated PCMs capable of enduring mechanical and chemical stresses produced during mixing and placing concrete, and induced due to the high pH cementitious environment. This paper examines the influence of two microencapsulated PCMs having different particle sizes, and that are encapsulated in shells that have different physico-chemical and mechanical properties, on the microstructure and properties of the resultant cementitious system. A fundamental characterization of the microencapsulated PCMs is carried out, as are studies on microstructure and mechanical response of the resulting composites. Relevant insights on the influence of the PCM encapsulation and geometry on the resulting properties, and pointers to appropriate material design of PCM-cement composites are obtained through a combination of advanced experimental tools and finite element simulations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Materials and Mixtures
A commercially available Type I/II ordinary portland cement (OPC) conforming to ASTM C150, and two different microencapsulated, paraffinic phase change materials (PCMs) referred to as PCM-M and PCM-E were used. The median particle size (d 50 ) of OPC is 10 µm and that for PCM-E is 7 µm as determined by laser diffraction. The median particle size of PCM-M was determined as 10 µm by laser diffraction; however this is the size of the primary particles in the agglomerations of PCM-M. PCM-M comprises of agglomerations 20-to-300 µm in size, which are composed of many small particles in the 5-10 µm range (see Figure 1) , which break down during dispersion prior to particle size analysis. More details are presented in Section 3.1.
Nine mortars and their corresponding pastes were proportioned with a volumetric water-to-powder ratio, (w/p) v = 1.26 (mass-based w/p ≈ 0.40), which are shown in Table 1 . The mortar samples were proportioned with a constant paste volume of 50%. In addition to the control OPC mortar/paste, the mixtures included PCM at four volumetric inclusion levels of 5, 10, 15, and 20% of both PCM-M and PCM-E. For the mechanical property tests, PCM was used as a partial replacement of the fine aggregates (sand) in the mortar. The mortar specimens were stored in a moist chamber (>97% RH, 23±2°C) until the desired age of testing. Compressive strengths were determined at 1, 3, 7, and 28 days, and flexural strengths at 28 days of hydration. The paste samples were stored in sealed conditions at room temperature until being tested at 28 days of hydration. Paste  OPC  650  1070  0  0  1119  0  PCM-5%  667  1063  6  10  1091  0  PCM-10%  684  1056  12  21  1060  0  PCM-15%  702  1048  19  33  1027  0  PCM-20%  721  1037  26  46 993 0
Experimental Methods
Scanning electron microscopy and infrared spectroscopy
The microstructure of the PCMs and the pastes incorporating PCMs was visualized using Field Emission
Environmental scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Philips XL30). The pastes were crushed and small pieces from the core were impregnated with an epoxy resin and sectioned to facilitate imaging in secondary electron mode. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy was performed to identify the functional groups and compounds in the two different PCMs used in this study. This was accomplished using a Mattson Genesis spectroscope fitted with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) attachment containing a diamond head, which enabled the samples to be examined directly without further preparation. The region of interest in the FTIR spectra of the PCMs was 3500-700 cm -1 .
X-ray tomography
Cement paste samples containing 10% PCM by volume of the paste were analyzed in an X-ray computed microtomography (µCT) system. The paste samples were machined into cylindrical samples 1.5 mm-to-2 mm in diameter and 5 mm high. A lab-scale µCT system designed and built at the 4D Materials Science
Laboratory at ASU was used [25] [26] [27] . The test was performed with a transmission tungsten target microfocus X-ray source. Projections were acquired with the x-ray tube operating at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV and a target power of 6W. A 0.025 mm steel filter was applied between the x-ray source and the sample to improve the x-ray beam quality. The X-ray detector consisted of a CCD camera optically coupled with a 4.185x lens to a 250 µm thick LuAG:Ce scintillator. X-ray projections were acquired (2048 x 2048 pixels, (15µm)² square pixels) using a pixel binning factor of two, resulting in projections in 1024 x 1024 format. Scanning was conducted by acquiring x-ray projections at 0.25° rotational increments over a scan range of 210° with 30 s exposure per orientation resulting in 38 k background counts. The distance from the X-ray target to the scintillator during scanning was maintained at 42.4 mm. The total system magnification (the product of the X-ray magnification and the lens magnification) in conjunction with the CCD pixel size and the acquisition binning parameter resulted in a voxel size of approximately 1.53 3 µm³ for the PCM-E sample and 1.80 3 µm³ for the PCM-M sample in the volume reconstructions.
The volume reconstructions were performed using a MATLAB filtered back projection implementation of the cone-beam, FDK algorithm, with the Shepp-Logan filter applied, resulting in a 1024³ voxel volume [26, 27] . The raw reconstructions were processed for noise reduction to enable particle segmentation.
Filtering and segmentation were performed using Avizo Fire TM . First, the symmetric nearest neighbor (SNN) filter was applied in 3D using a kernel size of 3³. Second, a Gaussian blurring operation was applied in all three orthogonal directions. Finally, an adaptive 2D Non-Local Means filter was applied in the reconstruction planes. This filtering process was established by trial and error to yield µCT data which was most conducive to particle segmentation.
Pore structure
The porosity and the critical pore diameter of the PCM modified pastes were determined using mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) at 28 days of hydration. Samples were pre-treated in an oven at 60 o C for 2
hours. This methodology has been shown to provide consistent results for cementitious samples [28] .
The porosimeter was capable of evaluating a minimum pore diameter of 0.003 µm and applied a maximum pressure of 414 MPa. The contact angle and surface tension values used were 117 o and 0.485 N/m respectively, as these values are reported in the literature to be typical for oven dried samples [29, 30] . The pore diameters were evaluated using the Washburn equation, based on the assumption that the pores are cylindrical in shape.
Thermal analysis
The thermal properties (e.g. onset and peak temperatures, enthalpy) of the microencapsulated PCMs were determined using a differential scanning calorimeter. The thermal program used for analysis included a temperature sweep where the sample was heated from-20°C to 60°C followed by a ramp down cooling to -20°C in an inert nitrogen environment. A rate of temperature change (i.e., heating and cooling) of 5°C/min was used.
Simultaneous thermal analysis (STA) was performed on the microencapsulated PCMs and on hardened cement pastes. The tests were performed in an inert N 2 environment. The samples were heated from ambient temperature to 800 o C at a heating rate of 15 o C/min.
Compressive and flexural strength determination
The compressive strengths of 50 mm mortar cubes were determined as per ASTM C 109 at a given specimen age. The flexural strengths were measured using standard center-point loading as per ASTM C 293/293M-10 on rectangular beams (305 mm (span) x 76 mm (depth) x 25 mm (width)).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Characterization of the Microencapsulated PCMs
This section presents a comprehensive characterization of the microstructural, chemical, and thermal characteristics of the two PCMs used in this study. The micrographs in Figure 1 Agglomeration in PCM-M can be attributed to the manufacturing process and the degree of cross-linking of the polymer used to synthesize the shell covering the PCMs [31] [32] [33] [34] . The extent of cross linking also determines the mechanical properties of the polymer shell [35, 36] , which influences the properties of the composite containing PCMs, as will be shown later in this paper. associated with the decomposition of the paraffin that is encapsulated within the shell, and a second peak associated with the decomposition of the polymer encapsulation [37] . For PCM-M the thermal degradation of the paraffin occurs in the temperature range of 175 to 275°C whereas the paraffin in PCM-E decomposes in the temperature range of 200 to 350°C; most likely a result of their differing molecular weights. This is also manifested in their thermal properties (enthalpy and phase transition temperature). The second peak corresponding to the decomposition of the polymeric shell occurs in the 280 to 400 o C range for PCM-M, which is similar to that reported in [33, 38] for polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) encapsulated paraffins. For PCM-E, the decomposition temperature of the shell is in the range of 320 to 450 o C, which corresponds to melamine formaldehyde (MF) which has a decomposition temperature around 300-450°C [39, 40] . It has been reported that a higher degree of cross-linking in the polymeric microcapsule results in its thermal degradation shifting to higher temperatures [40] . MF shells are shown to have a compact cross-linked structure and the encapsulations are defect-free spheres [41] as seen in Figure 1 . Table 2 shows the mass loss associated with the paraffin, polymeric capsule, and the left over residue. The mass content of the capsule material is higher for PCM-M, which can be attributed to its structure where many small capsules agglomerate to form a larger capsule. PCM-E has a much larger core-to-shell ratio than PCM-M. The polymeric shell of PCM-E, though smaller in quantity, exhibits an increased thermal resistance than that of PCM-M (as observed from the higher decomposition temperature for the shell material in Figure 2 ), which can be attributed to higher cross linking in MF. A larger core content is generally likely to result in poor formation of the shell walls and thus decreases the stability of the microcapsules [42] . However, the results in the subsequent sections in this paper suggest that for PCM-E, this problem has been overcome, possibly through chemical modification of MF [40, 43] .
(a) (b) correspond to the carbonyl group of the co-polymer and C-O stretching of the co-polymer respectively.
The FTIR spectra shown in Figure 3 are similar to those reported for other microencapsulated PCMs [33, 37, 43] . The intensity of the peak at 1730 cm -1 corresponding to the carbonyl group is much higher for PCM-E as observed in Figure 3 (a), which represents a stronger bond between the associated carbonyl groups. It has been reported that a stronger intensity of the peak at 1730 cm -1 is an indication of the stability of the polymeric shell structure [44] . Thus, even with a lower shell content, the polymeric capsule of PCM-E is likely more structurally stable than that of PCM-M, which indicates its encapsulation efficiency. Core-to-shell ratio (mass-based) 3.4 11.8 to be 100 and 159 J/g respectively for PCM-M and PCM-E. This is in agreement with published results for similar PCM types [33, 38] . For PCM-M, the onset temperature (T onset ) corresponding to melting is 21.1°C
and the completion temperature (T completion ) is 26.0°C, with the endothermic peak (T peak ) noted at 24.3°C.
The onset, offset and peak temperatures for PCM-E was 19.5, 25.0 and 23.4°C respectively. 
µCT Studies on the Dispersion of PCMs in Cement Pastes
The dispersion characteristics of PCM-M and PCM-E in hardened cement paste are presented here through the use of µCT. CT provides valuable 3D information on the morphology and structure of random heterogeneous materials, which is generally unavailable otherwise. Both these systems were designed to contain 10% of PCM by volume. Cubic volumes of interest of sizes ranging from 600 3 PCM-E respectively in a cubic RVE of 900 µm edge length, where the transition point-based segmentation algorithm has been implemented to separate the PCM phases from the cement paste. The paste containing PCM-E shows a lower PCM volume fraction (about 8%) than as-designed (10%), which can be attributed to the image resolution of 1.8 µm; in other words particles smaller than this size are not detected. For PCM-M, the individual particle sizes are larger than the resolution limit and thus easily identified. The PCM volume fraction in the paste is overestimated at smaller RVEs when PCM-M is used. The differential size distribution in Figure 5 (b) shows that there are PCM-M agglomerates as large as 300 µm while the maximum size of the PCM-E particles is less than 50 µm. Thus for smaller RVEs, finite size error is an issue for pastes containing PCM-M.
To quantify the dispersion of these two types of PCMs, the mean free spacing in 3D is determined based on stereological relationships obtained using the 2D slices from the 3D µCT images. The mean free spacing is given as [47, 48] : 1  6  11  16  21  26  31  36  41  46  51  56  61  66  71  75  100  125  150  220  350 Normalized Frequency PCM diameter (µm)
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PCM-E distributed in the cement paste matrix. Figure 6 (b) shows that some of the individual nodules from the PCM-M particles separate when the PCMs are mixed into the cement paste, and the agglomerated capsule as seen in Figure 1 does not stay undamaged. The individual PCM-E particles are found to retain their shape in Figure 6 (e) with a dense hydration product layer around the particle and a good particleto-paste bond. Figure 6 (c) shows the formation of hydration products on the surface of the individual broken capsules of PCM-M, while Figure 6 (f) shows a continuous layer of products on the PCM-E particle. While the PCM-E particles are seen to retain their shape and stability in the cement pastes, the PCM-M particles are more prone to damage as can be observed from Figure 6 (c) that shows the deformed shape (indicative of rupture) of the individual microcapsules in the aggregation. It is also noticed that the interface between the shell and the paste is better when PCM-E is used. These micrographs provide an overview of the state of the microcapsules in the cement paste system which significantly influences the mechanical (and thermal) properties of the composite as will be detailed in the forthcoming section. The uncertainty in CH measurements is not more than 2%, while those for porosity and critical pore size determinations range from 2% to 5%.
Figures 7(b) and (c) show the total porosity and critical pore size respectively of the pastes containing both the PCMs. It is interesting to note that the porosity values as determined using MIP is invariant of the PCM dosage or the PCM type in these systems. The mixtures were proportioned using a constant water-to-cement ratio, and the PCMs were incorporated as a replacement of the paste; thus the porosity of the paste fraction remains unchanged. The actual volume of mercury intruded per unit mass of the paste increases with increasing PCM content, but the porosity remains relatively unchanged because of the reduction in effective density that accompanies PCM incorporation. Thus the overall volume of pores in the paste fraction that is measured by MIP is the same irrespective of the PCM type or dosage. However, observations of the critical pore diameter, which is an indication of percolating pore size and thus dictates the durability of the cementitious system, shows that there is a significant reduction in this parameter when PCM-E is added to the cement pastes. This is likely a result of enhanced reactivity where the smaller PCM-E particles provide nucleation sites, which result in an increased CH content.
Compressive Strength of Mortars Containing PCM-M and PCM-E
The compressive strength development as a function of age for mortars containing different volume Previous studies have noted reductions in compressive strength of concrete when PCMs are added [10, 14] . The decrease in strength was a proposed to be due to the addition of significant amounts of a material that offers no mechanical resistance, and/or the rupture of the nodules and the resultant release of the organic PCM into the cementitious matrix that detrimentally interferes with cement hydration. In the case of PCM-M incorporated in mortars, this explanation is consistent; see also Figure   6 . The agglomerated PCM-M disintegrates in the mixing phase, creating numerous weak zones in the matrix, thereby providing the same effect that voids have on cementitious systems.
On the other hand, PCM-E particles are more uniformly dispersed, remain intact in the matrix and are coated by the cementitious reaction products (see Figure 6 ). The polymeric shell covering the active PCM core is also different for PCM-M and PCM-E as shown in Section 3.1. The properties of the shell, along with a denser interface in the system containing PCM-E, likely influences the stress sharing with the matrix, which results in differing responses for the systems containing PCM-M and PCM-E. While the compressive strengths of PCM-incorporated mortars showed diverging trends based on the PCM type, the strength of the paste mixtures were found to consistently reduce with increasing PCM volume fraction as has been observed elsewhere [18, 23] , irrespective of the PCM type (albeit a larger strength drop for pastes containing PCM-M as compared to those containing PCM-E). Thus it is also conceivable that the overall effects of matrix-inclusion (sand or PCM) interaction on the stresses in the volume of interest is influenced by the relative fractions of strong and hard quartz (sand) particles, and weak and soft PCM-E particles, and the mechanical properties of the interfacial region. As such, the forthcoming section investigates these effects using finite element simulations to better understand and explain the experimental observations on the strength of mortars containing PCM-E.
Finite Element (FE) Simulations for the Strength of Mortars Containing PCM
This section presents a microstructure-guided FE analysis of mortars in which a fraction of sand is replaced by PCM-E in an attempt to evaluate the matrix-inclusion interactions including the effects of interfaces on the compressive response of the mortar. An analysis of mortars containing PCM-M is not reported here since the agglomeration of nodules and their breakage render them analogous to voids as shown in Figure 8 . µm for ease of analysis even though the median size of quartz particles is an order of magnitude larger than that of PCM-E. The size consideration is part of a detailed forthcoming study; however when the quartz size is increased to represent reality, the REA will have fewer large quartz particles and more PCM particles which are more dispersed in the REA. This will result in stress concentrations that are more dispersed in the matrix (as will be shown later), and thus the case that is considered here is a more conservative one. In addition, a weaker interfacial transition zone (ITZ) -a region of higher porosityexists around the hard quartz inclusions in mortars as has been well documented [49] [50] [51] [52] . This reduces the mechanical properties at the quartz-paste interface, and to account for that, an interfacial layer is provided around the inclusions in the model (Figure 9 ). For the particle size considered in this model, the interface layer thickness is taken as 1 µm. If larger quartz particles are used to represent real cases, the weak interfacial zones around them will be thicker, leading to even larger stress concentrations. Thus, from this consideration too, the model shown here is conservative. For the case of PCM-E, micrographs shown in Figure 6 reveal a dense and likely stronger interface, which is accounted for in the model.
Model parameters and material properties
The elastic properties of the components in the mortars -cement paste, quartz aggregates, the core and shell of PCM-E, and the quartz-cement and PCM-E-cement interfaces -are presented in Table 3 .
These values are adopted from [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . PCM-E contains a core encapsulated by a polymeric shell. The constitutive relationships for cement paste and quartz are considered to be linear elastic whereas the constitutive material model for PCM core and shell are adopted as bilinear elasto-plastic with strain hardening. The material properties for the core and shell of the PCM capsules are adopted from experimental data for similar systems reported in [55, 58] . Three different mortar models are implemented in this study: (i) the first with a quartz volume fraction of 50%, (ii) the second where ~10% of quartz is replaced by PCM-E, and (iii) the third where ~50% of quartz is replaced by PCM-E. PCM-E consists of a paraffin core and a polymer (melamine formaldehydeSection 3.1) shell of 1 µm thickness. The PCM-E shell is very strong in compression (~250 MPa [59] ). In addition, as mentioned earlier, a paste-inclusion interfacial layer of 1 µm is also used. The meshing is done by seeding the edges of the different surfaces in the model individually in order to obtain nonuniform meshing for computational efficiency. The elements in the matrix are larger whereas the possible areas of stress concentration such as the interfacial elements, the PCM shell, and the core of the inclusions contain more refined meshes as can be seen in Figure 9 . Free quad-dominated 4-noded bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements (CPE4 element implemented in ABAQUS TM ) are used in the FE models. A mesh convergence study was carried out to establish that the required responses showed a converging trend. The finest mesh (10689 nodes and 11282 elements) that yielded a converged solution is shown in Figure 9 and is used in the numerical study.
The influence of inclusion characteristics on stress distribution in a single-inclusion system
A single-inclusion model, with all other properties being the same as explained for the model shown in Figure 9 , is adopted here to elucidate the effect of softer and harder inclusions (relative to the stiffness of the matrix) on the overall Von Mises stress distribution in the composite. Under uniaxial loading conditions, the intensities of second and third principal stresses are observed to be much lower than the first eigenvalue. Thus, von Mises stress can be considered to be a good representation of the first principal stress, which can be related to compressive strength for brittle materials. A uniform pressure of 40 MPa is applied on the top face of the microstructure that contains a quartz particle (Figure 10(a)) or a PCM particle (Figure 10(b) ). A general observation of the stress distribution in Figure 10 (a) suggests that the stress is mainly concentrated inside the quartz particles that have significantly higher strength and stiffness than the surrounding paste. This relieves the compressive stress in the paste. The stresses in the quartz-paste interface also increase in the process and the interfacial zone becomes critical in terms of failure since it is weaker than the bulk paste. On the other hand, when a PCM particle is introduced into the paste, the softer (than paste) PCM particle experiences negligible stresses ( Figure   10 (b)), and the stress is concentrated at the PCM-paste interface. Similar observations are reported for soft particles elsewhere [60] . Note that the PCM shell is very strong (~250 MPa) and the interface between paste and PCM-E is assumed to be slightly stronger than the bulk paste (see the following section). Consequently, the paste phase experiences increased stresses as the PCM is only marginally involved in load sharing. A comparison of these figures also indicates that a zone directly above and below the quartz particle is highly stressed, whereas the corresponding stress is much lower in the PCM inclusion case. Thus it is likely that the failure patterns would be different in both these cases. There is also a need to consider like and unlike particle interactions which is shown in the following section. Figure 10 : The influence of: (a) hard (quartz) particle, and (b) soft (PCM-E) particle on the stress distribution in the composite. The color schemes in both the figures are dissimilar and hence do not represent the same stress level. Refer to the individual stress levels listed. von Mises stresses (in MPa) indicated in these figures have been used to study the compressive response of particulate composite systems [61, 62] .
Stress distributions and probable failure patterns in multiple-inclusion systems
The model shown in Figure 9 is implemented to understand the influence of inter-inclusion interactions and the volume fraction of PCM-E on the stress distributions and probable failure patterns of the mortars. This paper does not explicitly consider failure theories and thus the probability of failure is judged by a simple strength-of-materials approach., i.e., when the stress exceeds the element strength in compression. A uniform pressure of 40 MPa is applied on the top face. Figures 11 (a) , (c), and (e) represent the stress distribution in plain mortar with 50% quartz inclusion by volume, mortar with ~10% replacement of quartz sand by PCM, and mortar with 50% replacement of quartz by PCM respectively.
In the plain mortar with 50% quartz inclusions (Figure 11(a) ), the stresses are concentrated inside the quartz inclusions and at the paste-quartz interface as seen previously in the single-inclusion model.
Since all the inclusions are of the same nature, a single-inclusion model is capable of adequately capturing this behavior. Note that the stresses in the microstructure are very similar for the singleinclusion (Figure 10(a) ) and multiple-inclusion cases (Figure 11(a) ).
When 10% of quartz is replaced by the softer (than paste) PCM with a strong shell, stress concentrations appear in the PCM-paste interface as shown in Figure 11 (c), but the stress levels (peak stress and range)
are reduced as compared to the single-inclusion model shown in Figure 10 (b). This is because the stress is transferred partially to the quartz inclusions (note the increase in concentrated stress in the quartz particle farther from the PCMs as compared to that in single inclusion model). The quartz particles are much stronger and this stress level is unlikely cause their failure. Thus, inter-inclusion interactions becomes important in dictating failure. Also note that the quartz particles that are the nearest neighbors to the PCMs have lower stresses than those away from the PCM, because the stresses are transferred to the matrix in the vicinity of the PCM particles. Even then, the maximum stress in the paste away from any of the interfaces is only about 10% higher than that of the case when no PCMs are present. These observations reinforce two important aspects from a strength viewpoint that need to be considered when particles similar to PCM-E are used in small volumes in cementitious systems -the need to: (i) strengthen the cement paste (matrix) phase, and (ii) use stronger aggregates (both fine and coarse).
Figure 11(e) shows the stress distribution when 50% of quartz is replaced by the softer PCM particles.
Notice the significant increase in paste stresses, which is more than double than that of the case in which no PCMs are present. In other words, the paste is likely to fail at a much lower load as compared to the previous two cases, when higher volume fractions of PCMs are used.
In an attempt to discern the zones of probable failure in these three model systems, the stresses in For the plain mortar without any PCM inclusions, Figure 11 (b) shows that the quartz-paste interface stresses are greater than its strength which is taken as 40 MPa. The likely failure of the interface results in the stresses being transferred to the nearby interfacial elements and thus the most probable failure path in this system progresses around the inclusions. Similar observations on failure of cement mortars have been reported elsewhere [63] . For the mortar where ~10% of quartz is replaced with PCM-E, there are localized and discontinuous stress concentrations at the PCM-paste interface, which results in the stresses being released in the neighboring quartz-matrix interfaces as well as quartz particles in the direction of applied pressure (Figure 11(d) ). Since the PCM-paste interface is expected to be stronger than the bulk paste, the failure path will still be concentrated along the quartz-paste interfacial elements as shown in Figure 11(d) . However, the probability of failure is reduced as compared to the pure quartz system because of reduced number of quartz-paste interfacial elements that have stress concentrations that exceed the failure stress, which is evident when It is also worthwhile to extrapolate the results to account for the effects of PCM/quartz sizes and dispersion in realistic systems. Replacing a small volume of quartz by PCM-E results in more particles of PCM-E than the quartz that it replaces. Thus the already existing areas of stress concentrations around the PCMs shown in Figure 11 (d) will be dispersed further, resulting in the stresses in the paste also being more evenly distributed. Moreover, increased number of stronger PCM-paste interfaces and an increase in the tortuosity of the paths connecting the stress concentrations, are likely to lead to an increased load carrying capacity for this system. The simulations presented here have not taken into account the beneficial energy dissipating effect of the softer particles and their contribution towards preventing crack propagation and coalescence.
When a mortar with substantial amount of quartz particles are replaced by PCMs as shown in Figure   11 (e), it is very likely that many of the PCM particles will have many other PCM particles as their nearest
neighbors. This will lead to the paste matrix between these particles being highly stressed, the stresses being far greater than their failure stress, as is shown in Figure 11 (f). Thus, more probable paths of failure propagate through the matrix and the material potentially fails through the paste at a much lower load as compared to plain mortar and the mortar with 10% PCMs replacing sand. This explains the strength deterioration at higher volume fractions of PCMs. The FE analysis presented here provides an insight into the effect of PCM inclusions on the compressive strength of cement mortars. The analysis, which is conservative by virtue of it not accounting for the implications of inclusion size differences and its dispersion in the paste, is useful towards rational material design of PCM-cement composites by helping tailor the properties of the paste phase, inclusion properties, and the volume fraction of PCMs (within limits) in order to mitigate strength loss in these composite systems.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has characterized two different microencapsulated PCMs and examined their influence on compressive strength of cementitious composites. The shell material, core-to-shell ratio, and the thermal characteristics (enthalpy and phase change temperature) were different for both the PCMs. The
PCMs were also different in morphological characteristics: PCM-M consisted of aggregations ranging between 10 and 300 µm which were comprised of smaller nodules less than 5 µm in diameter, and PCM-E consisted of discrete individual particles with a median particle size of 7 µm. Not surprisingly, the latter particles were found to disperse uniformly when examined using µ-CT while the former showed breakage of capsules into individual smaller nodules. While the pastes containing both the PCMs showed similar total porosities, the critical pore sizes were lower for the pastes containing PCM-E, indicating microstructural refinement.
The mortars where quartz sand was replaced by varying volume fractions demonstrated increase in compressive and flexural strengths until a certain replacement level of PCM-E whereas for mortars containing PCM-M, the strengths continually decreased with PCM incorporation. The disintegration of PCM-M resulted in them acting essentially as voids in the matrix. A 2D plane strain finite element model was used to examine the influence of interaction between quartz, PCM-E, and the paste matrix on stress sharing. In the plain mortar with 50% quartz inclusions, the stresses were concentrated inside the quartz inclusions and at the paste-quartz interface, which was also confirmed by a single-inclusion model. The weaker paste-quartz interfacial elements resulted in the most likely failure path progressing around the inclusions. In systems where small amounts of quartz was replaced by PCM, localized stress concentrations were observed at the PCM-paste interface, but the PCMs being few and far between, the predicted failure region was still along the weaker paste-quartz interface. The probability of failure was reduced in this case as compared to the pure quartz system because of reduced number of quartz-paste interfacial elements. In realistic systems, this effect will be more prominent because of the relative size and dispersion of quartz/PCM inclusions, which will lead to more dispersed PCM-paste interfacial stress concentrations and increased tortuosity of the crack paths. When the system contained a substantial amount of PCMs, the stress concentrations at the paste-PCM interfaces grew, and the likelihood of paste failure increased substantially. The conservative FE analysis presented here could be useful towards tailoring the component phase properties and volume fraction of PCMs to mitigate strength loss.
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